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Why engage with image based 
Apps as an intervention 
within occupational therapy? 
Traditional creative occupational therapy 
intervention/groups can be costly and require 
special equipment and technical skills. Using 
modern technology can often cut costs.  It is 
common place for people to own or have access 
to smart phones and or table devises.  With the 
ability to download free apps this can increase 
the likely hood of service users engaging in this 
meaningful activity in their own time.
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Things to consider  

Policies and Risk 
Assessment

Consult your RCOT code of 
ethics, HCPC Social Media 
guidance and your 
organisations social media 
policy.  Write an evidence 
based plan and risk 
assessment for your 
intervention. 

Confidentially

Ensure service users have an 
understanding of any 
boundaries around what they 
should be posting online in 
order to maintain confidentially 
for themselves and others.  

Think about how you will 
separate your private use of 
social media platforms and 
those you might use with 
service users. 

ENGAGING IN IMAGE BASED 
APPS AS AN OCCUPATION 

Instagram and Pinterest are image based apps but with different functions. 

Instagram is a social networking service that enables users to take pictures and 
videos, and share them publicly or privately on the app as well as across other social 
media platforms. Pinterest is a modern version of a pin or ideas board that enables 
its users to collect visual pieces of multimedia, from inside the app or elsewhere on 
the internet by creating boards for the ‘pins’ to be saved.
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Instagram allows users to easily change and 
improve photograph’s taken on a phone with its 
filter and editing options.  The app could be 
used within photography based sessions or as a 
diary to reflect change and learning over time. 

Pinterest can be used in preparation for 
occupational therapy sessions or as part of the 
intervention its self.   Pin boards can be created 
on any subjects. Giving easy access to anything 
that might be of interest, it can help with 
planning, collecting or inspire ideas for 
occupations. 

Using these Apps for 
your CPD 
We often think of CPD as attending course or 
writing a refection but using images can also be 
CPD.  

Pinterest could be used as a places to store some of 
your CPD activities or future ideas for CPD. You 
could set up a CPD Instagram account with 
images that reflect your learning. These could be 
photos of conferences and events you have 
attended or items made in creative treatment based 
sessions.

Both apps will allow you to share your learning with 
others.
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Post Session Challenge  

Think about how you might 
introduce image based apps 
into your occupational 
therapy interventions. 

Create some Pinterest 
boards of your interests. 

Share some CDP images on 
Instagram. 


